Marquette University Law School Poll: Clinton Holds Firm Lead Over Trump

On Wednesday, July 13th, the Marquette Law School released their latest poll, finding Hilary Clinton as Wisconsin’s current front runner in the race for president. Despite her current legal troubles, the former Secretary of State has a strong six-point lead over Republican candidate Donald Trump. The poll, which was conducted between July 7-10th, shows Clinton with 43 percent of the vote and Trump trailing with 37 percent.

Though the numbers continue to look good for Clinton, a recent announcement could change the tides among likely voters. On July 12th, Senator Bernie Sanders ended his race for president, declaring his support for Clinton. While many are predicted to back Clinton as the new Democratic front runner, others are finding it difficult to support their once rival candidate, leaving only three other options; Donald Trump, Libertarian candidate Gary Johnson, and Green Party candidate Jill Stein.

As the candidate field dwindles and the general election draws near, likely voters are beginning to pick sides. Last poll, 17 percent of voters said they would vote for neither candidate, but in July, only 11 percent said they would not choose. The drop in numbers appeared as a gain in candidate percentages, Clinton picked up one point while Trump gained two. The shift in points keeps Clinton in the number one spot but
threatens her lead as there is no clear idea which candidate undecided voters will choose.

A little closer to home, Senator Ron Johnson continues to trail Democratic candidate Russ Feingold in the polls. The current senator sits 7 points behind Feingold, an increase from last month’s poll which had Johnson behind by only 4 points. Both candidates continue to work hard vying for the seat, but as the general election inches closer, fan favorite former Senator Russ Feingold continues to widen the gap.

Governor Walker’s approval rating continues to decline as the poll shows 58 percent of voters do not believe he is handling his job, up one percent from last month. The constant decline in numbers for the Governor could hurt Trump’s chances in Wisconsin as well as some republicans down ticket. The Governor’s overall approval rating is currently 38 percent, down one point from June.

The Marquette Poll continues to be the most extensive statewide polling project in Wisconsin. In July, they interviewed 801 registered Wisconsin voters with a +/- 4.1 margin of error. To read the poll in its entirety, visit the Marquette Law School website by clicking here.

Legislature Takes on Wisconsin’s Issues

The 2015-2016 legislative session has come to an end, but the legislature continues to be hard at work. This summer, the legislature has formed eight Legislative Council Study Committees with the focus of researching specific issues affecting Wisconsin.

Joined by community members from across the state, the committees have begun to hold hearings, taking testimony from experts in the field and asking detailed, pointed questions in an effort to find an answer. Once completed, the committees will review their findings and...
work to construct legislation to combat the state’s current problems.

Read More...

Wisconsin Legislators Propose “Blue Lives Matter” Legislation

Rep. David Steffen (R – Green Bay) (insert left) and Rep. Joel Kitchens (R- Sturgeon Bay) (insert right) announced they will introduced a “Blue Lives Matter” bill as soon as session begins in January 2017. Sparked by the recent police shooting in Dallas, the bill would designate any crime against a law enforcement official as a hate crime. Wisconsin becomes one of several states across the nation, including Kentucky and Florida, considering this type of legislation.

Read More...
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The HC Report Has a New Look!

Join us every other Monday for up-to-date news articles on happenings in state government including relevant public policy, administrative releases, and headline breaking news. Click here to subscribe today!
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